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Kate, a building contractor, is surveying an old, remote castle
with her wealthy client Sean when a blizzard strikes and they
are forced to take shelter. What starts out as desperation to
keep warm during the unforgiving storm quickly turns to
passion as they give in to their desires. Afterward, they agree
that it was a moment of weakness, but neither of them is able
to erase what happened from their memory. Even though
they promised themselves they would never fall in love…a few
months later, Kate discovers she’s pregnant. Should she tell
Sean or raise the baby alone?
Sold to the ruthless tycoon! Innocent socialite Marnie
Kenington was devastated when her parents forced her to
spurn Nikos Kyriazis. She’s never forgotten him, nor his raw
sensuality. So years later, when Nikos insists on a meeting,
Marnie’s heart leaps…until Nikos strikes a cold, hard deal.
Her family is on the verge of bankruptcy and he will rescue
them—if she becomes his wife! Marnie’s rejection drove selfmade billionaire Nikos to unimaginable success. Now, he’ll
take his revenge. Marnie’s poise is legendary, but he knows
in the bedroom he can take her apart, piece by sensual
piece…
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The penniless heiress needs a husband...immediately! Get
swept away by this intense wedding-of-convenience romance
by Clare Connelly. Bargaining with the billionaire For his ring!
Innocent Olivia may have the prestigious Thornton-Rose
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name, but her father's will demands that unless she marries
Luca Giovanardi, that's all she'll have! With her loved ones
nearing destitution, she proposes a four-week marriage...on
paper! If guarded Luca is to rebuild his family's tarnished
legacy, he can't refuse Olivia's offer. But their Italian
honeymoon unlocks a desire he didn't expect when virgin
Olivia asks for a real wedding night. Luca's feelings are offlimits, but their heat will test his defenses as the expiry date of
their union quickly approaches... From Harlequin Presents:
Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
Read all of The Cinderella Sisters books: Book 1: Vows on
the Virgin's Terms Book 2: Forbidden Nights in Barcelona
Unbreak My HartA Sexy Billionaire RomanceHarlequin
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????…?
The man with the iron will... Meets the woman who will
change his life He might be outrageously wealthy, but all the
money in the world couldn't save Leonidas Stathakis from the
pain and gut-wrenching guilt of losing his loved ones. Since
then he's forbidden himself all pleasure in life--until he meets
enchanting innocent Hannah at a lavish party in Greece...
That night Leonidas breaks all his rules and indulges in redhot oblivion--with inescapable consequences...!

Harlequin DARE brings you a collection of four new
sexy contemporary romances for fun and fearless
women. Available now! This box set includes: NO
STRINGS CHRISTMAS (A Billion-Dollar Singapore
Christmas Novel) by Clare Connelly Zach
Papandreo didn’t earn his playboy billionaire
reputation by following his heart. So when fiercely
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independent Jessica Johnson suggests two weeks
of pleasure during her Christmas visit to Singapore
he’s all in! But will spending time with the
passionate brunette make him want something he’s
vowed to avoid? UNWRAPPING THE BEST MAN by
Rachael Stewart After lusting after Jackson Black for
years, Caitlin has her craving satisfied the naughty
evening of their friends’ wedding. But then he leaves
during the night. Now Cait’s ready to play dirty.
Because the only thing worse than a sexy Grinch
stealing your heart is if he breaks it... TURNING UP
THE HEAT (A Miami Heat Novel) by J. Margot Critch
Tom Cain is as gorgeous as he is forbidden. Distiller
Gemma Rexford knows she shouldn’t crave his
hands, his mouth, everywhere. But she can’t resist
seducing him, and each moment in his arms is as
decadent as fine rum. Will sleeping with the enemy
cost her everything? PURE SATISFACTION (A
Fantasy Island Novel) by Rebecca Hunter Bubbly
Ruby Bisset is too young for CFO Adrian Wentworth,
so he keeps his distance. But impersonating their
bosses at a Hawaiian resort over Christmas means
sharing a cabin. And when Ruby goads him into a
kiss under the mistletoe he realizes this tropical
indulgence might leave him craving more…
Caradoc Moore's reputation as a heartless bastard is
well-deserved. The wall street tycoon has gone
through life without caring for another soul. He
doesn't need friends. He doesn't need family. He has
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money -- a fortune he's made by bringing other
companies to their knees. So when this ruthless
billionaire comes across the angelic Seraphina
James, he knows he will possess her only for so
long as it suits him, and then discard her. But a taste
of Finn isn't enough, and desire morphs into a dark
infatuation that he's powerless to control. Faced with
the possibility of needing someone else for the first
time in his life, Caradoc knows the only choice is to
walk away from the dangerously beautiful Seraphina
and all the emotions she sparks in him. Walking
away, though, is not an easy path, as Caradoc is
about to find out ...
Cinderella had his baby...now she'll wear his crown!
Vibrant artist Frankie is shocked when Matt, the
enigmatic stranger she gave her innocence to,
reappears in her life. His touch was intensely
sensual, his kiss pure magic...yet their affair had
consequences, and Frankie had no way to contact
him. Now she's in for the biggest shock of all - Matt
is actually King Matthias! And to claim his heir, he
demands Frankie become his queen!
Bargaining for the billionaire’s ring!
He loves breaking all the rules... Except his own
He once chose her happiness over his. Can this
Christmas be their second chance? Cassidy Hanna
never felt like she belonged in Cape Hope, so she
fled town and heartbreak ten years ago for a new life
in Manhattan and everything she ever dreamed of—a
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great job and the perfect boyfriend. Only she’s
never felt emptier and more alone. When her
beloved grandfather falls ill, she knows she must
push aside the past and return home to help. Letting
Cassidy go without a fight was the hardest thing
Cape Hope doctor Phoenix Walker had ever done.
Even as his own life fell apart, he lied and
encouraged her to fly far from home to live out her
dreams. Now Cassidy’s back—just for
Christmas—and Phoenix wonders if they can have a
second chance at a happy ever after...even if it’s
just for the holiday.
An arranged marriage they've run a mile from ... but
no one can run forever. Sheikh Zahir Al'Eba might
have been promised to the young heiress Violet
Covington, but that didn't stop him taking another
bride when it suited him. Six years later, widowed
and as sexy as ever, Zahir appears on Violet's
doorstep demanding that their marriage contract be
reinstated. But Zahir intends their marriage of
convenience to be just that - he has no intention of
getting up close and personal with his bride, no
matter how tempting he finds her. Years earlier,
Violet lost her foolish teenage heart to Zahir, and
now she's determined that it won't happen again. But
in his palace, as his wife, does she have the strength
to stay out of his bed? And can she keep him from
taking hold of her heart? She knows she'll never
match up to his precious first wife, the supermodel
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who died while pregnant with Zahir's child, but that
doesn't mean she can't forge her own relationship
with the charismatic ruler. Or does it? Zahir's heart is
off limits, but when Violet needs his support, will he
find he has what it takes? Can he set aside the past
to see what's right in front of him? A passionate tale
of duty and responsibility, love and loss, THE
SHEIKH'S CONTRACT BRIDE is romance from best
selling author CLARE CONNELLY that will set your
soul on fire.
‘I’m a gentleman, what can I say?’ But this naughty
Greek god is no gentleman... This year, I’m giving
myself the ultimate present: Theo Hart. Notorious
billionaire Hart brother, Greek god, and sexual
perfection in the flesh. Happy naughty birthday to
me. It was only ever supposed to be about hot, dirty
sex. But every moment Theo ignites my body with
his touch, a little more of my heart burns. And soon,
all that will be left is ashes... Mills & Boon Dare —
Sensual love stories with smart, sassy heroines and
the sexiest men alive!
Read the final installment of bestselling author Clare
Connelly’s scandalous The Notorious Harts
miniseries, where there’s no such thing as a fairy
tale. Especially one this wicked… When it comes to
sex, I prefer the Cinderella approach—appear like
magic, get the guy and disappear by midnight. I
don’t know why Barrett Byron-Moore is here in San
Francisco, but before midnight, I’m going to have
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my wicked way with him. Happy birthday to me.
Well, Barrett isn’t just some random guy. He’s been
sent by the notorious Harts, billionaires who are
outrageously, ridiculously, can’t-even-imagine-it
rich. Because it turns out I am a Hart half sister, and
Barrett is trying to reconnect me with my family. I’ve
been on my own since my mom died, and I don’t do
“warm and gooey.” Alone is all I know. Barrett is
confusing all my trusted instincts. And the more time
we spend together—touching, tasting, wanting—the
deeper I’m sinking. Not just because I don’t do this,
but because he’s with the Harts. Because he’s their
spy, and even the best sex can’t erase that. Forget
glass slippers, hearts can be as fragile as fine
crystal. They shatter. And for this Cinderella, there’s
no such thing as a happy ending… Take control. Feel
the rush. Explore your fantasies—Harlequin DARE
publishes sexy romances featuring powerful alpha
males and bold, fearless heroines exploring their
deepest fantasies.
This shy Cinderella will go to the ball…but will she
end the night in the billionaire’s arms? Harlequin
Presents author Clare Connelly enchants with this
passionate and uplifting romance. The most
infuriating man she’s ever met. The only man she’s
ever wanted… When Ares Lykaios insists that Bea
Jones accompany him to a gala, she wants to
refuse—if just to put the arrogant Greek in his place.
Yet Ares is as gorgeous as he is commanding, and
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she can hardly say no to her PR firm’s biggest
client. Bea is shy, awkward…and breathtaking in a
ball gown. And one kiss proves her desire matches
Ares’s own. So after the opportunity arises to finish
what they started in Venice, resisting becomes the
ultimate test of his strict self-control! From Harlequin
Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion
knows no bounds. Read all the Signed,
Sealed...Seduced books: Book 1: Ways to Ruin a
Royal Reputation by Dani Collins Book 2:
Cinderella's Night in Venice by Clare Connelly Book
3: The Playboy's "I Do" Deal by Tara Pammi
From the VIP guest’s bed…to expecting his royal
heir! After a fleeting yet exhilarating affair with
Sheikh Sariq, hotel concierge Daisy knows life can’t
be ordinary again! She resigns herself to only ever
reliving the pleasure in her memory. But then she
makes a shocking discovery that will cause chaos for
this duty-bound king… Unable to forget their
connection, Sariq is intrigued when Daisy declines
his summons to his palace. Yet finding out she’s
secretly pregnant demands dramatic action! She’s
far from a suitable bride…but for their baby he’ll
crown her. If Daisy will accept! Mills & Boon Modern
– Seduction, glamour and sinfully seductive heroes
await you in luxurious international locations.
"You are King," she said, sitting into Addan's chair
now, collapsing into it, taking in a shaking breath.
"Yes," he crossed his arms over his chest, "I will
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inherit Addan's throne, and all that entails." She
swallowed, his promotion one she knew he didn't
wish for, one she knew he didn't take any joy in.
"Your highness," she said, deferentially, standing
uneasily. She couldn't work out how she wanted to
be. "I'd like to be alone now." He didn't answer, his
eyes holding hers for a moment before she spun and
moved to the door. But before she could open it, his
voice arrested her. "You are part of that, Sophie."
She turned to face him. "Part of what?" "When he
died, I inherited all that was his. Including you." He
said the words with a hint of disgust. With coldness
and disdain. A frisson of alarm jolted her spine. "I
don't... understand." Tears streamed down her
cheeks and she dashed at them; more came to take
their place."This palace, the title, the country, his
duties. All of it. And also, your betrothal to Addan, on
his death, passed to me." An unexpected death
propels Malik to the top of the line of succession. He
inherits everything: the birthright to rule the
prosperous Arabian kingdom, the wealth of their
family, the power of their blood... and the late
Sheikh's bride-to-be!Innocent Sophie had agreed to
the marriage because she adored her intended
groom. He was safe, kind, gentle... but his brother
Malik is the exact opposite! Raw virility and power,
masculine strength and with a cool disdain for her,
she should want to run a mile from this marriage!
She should want to turn her back on her promise,
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her duties, and the kingdom she's fallen completely
in love with. But though she doesn't like Malik, one
look from the man she must now marry fills her body
with a heat she can't deny - particularly when an heir
is urgently required! Book five in The Evermore
Series is a romance about loss, jealousy and the
importance of reaching for what you want with both
hands - even when you're terrified of what you might
lose.PLUS A FREE BONUS BOOK AND AN
EXCERPT FROM ANOTHER CLARE CONNELLY
BESTSELLER!
???????????????? ????????????????????????
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International bestselling author, Clare Connelly
dares you to enjoy two red-hot modern and festive
romances. When seduction leads to diamond rings...
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Billionaire foster brothers, and business partners,
Gabe Arantini and Noah Moore have no intention of
settling down anytime soon - they're notorious
bachelors and they intend to keep it that way. But as
they embark on forbidden Christmas seductions they
find for the first time they've met their match! With
the festivities in the air, could these two bachelors
change their ways, starting with a diamond ring for
their ladies? The Season To Sin was originally
published in Mills & Boon Dare in 2018 Bound By
Their Christmas Baby was originally published in
Mills & Boon Modern in 2018
Synopsis coming soon.......
One night isn't enough...to initiate her into the world
of sexual pleasure! I enjoy the finer things in life –
aged whisky, gourmet meals, beautiful women. So
when sweet virgin Millie Davis propositions me, I
vow we'll savour every moment...for longer than one
night! Now, I'm tutoring her in exquisite physical
passion. It's completely no-strings – love is too
dangerous a game. But how can someone so
innocent bring me to the brink of losing control?
Criminal LawBasics provides students with an easy
to use study and revision guide which covers the
most important elements of criminal law. With
LawBasics, there is no longer the need to rely on a
combination of scribbles and photocopies to make
sense of the course work. This text gives a concise
statement of the common law aspects of the criminal
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law of Scotland, and covers all the essential areas
for a basic understanding of substantive criminal law.
It also includes changes in the requirements of the
defences of diminished responsibility and
provocation. Criminal LawBasics is presented in a
clear, concise and approachable format and will be a
helpful aid for all law students.
One summer on a private island...with her ultimate
temptation! Scientist-turned-schoolteacher Amelia
Ashford warily agrees to a summer job in Greece
caring for Santos Anastakos’s young son. But her
priority is the welfare of the little boy, not the
outrageous and irresistible billionaire who hired her.
Even if their chemistry is, scientifically speaking, off
the charts! Santos doesn’t believe in romantic love —
his father has eight ex-wives. He does believe in
tantalising pleasure, and with surprisingly innocent
Amelia in his luxurious Greek villa, it’s just a
bedroom door away! But their incendiary passion will
test Santos’s ruthless control more than he ever
anticipated… Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to exotic
locations where passion knows no bounds.
Notorious playboy Zach Papandreo agrees to a
decadent Christmas fling in Clare Connelly’s A
Billion-Dollar Singapore Christmas duet. Look for his
twin’s story, An Heir Claimed by Christmas, in
Harlequin Presents! Dimitrio and I have always
known love is a joke. So watching my twin get
married makes me question everything. I’ve never
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seen him happier. But I didn’t earn my billions—or my
playboy reputation—following my heart off a cliff. And
I’m not about to start now. So when confident,
gorgeous Jessica Johnson suggests one night of
mind-bending pleasure, I’m all in! One fantastic
night in her luxury Singapore hotel room should be
enough. But when the fiercely independent
entrepreneur suggests we continue things over
Christmas—no strings, no expectations and definitely
no love—I can’t help giving her exactly what she
wants. Over and over again! Distracting the sultry
brunette from her dysfunctional family is an easy
task. And having Jessica’s sweet curves and supple
skin pressed against me every night is more
decadent than anything my money can buy. We’re
both just in it for the sex… But could spending the
holidays with Jessica leave me wanting the very
thing I vowed to avoid? Take control. Feel the rush.
Explore your fantasies—Harlequin DARE publishes
sexy romances featuring powerful alpha males and
bold, fearless heroines exploring their deepest
fantasies.
This Christmas, he'll make her a deal: Four weeks.
No strings. Just pleasure! One night of red-hot,
anonymous sex isn't nearly enough. So after
discovering my masked seductress is none-other
than straight-laced Billionaires Club owner, Imogen
Carmichael, I propose a new deal: one month of
indulgent passion! She's mine for the holidays. Then
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I'll assume my duties as the Rothsmore heir. But the
closer we get to Christmas, the more I crave the one
gift I can't unwrap – her...
Two star-crossed lovers…one undeniable passion!
Princess Johara craves a last taste of freedom
before assuming her royal duties. And she finds it in
a scorchingly hot encounter at an opulent ball.
Except her mystery lover turns out to be Sheikh Amir
of Ishkana — her family’s bitter enemy! Now Amir
must invite Johara to his desert palace to cement a
new peace treaty between their countries. He’d
rather avoid her — and temptation — forever! Yet an
attraction this consuming refuses to be ignored, no
matter how risky the consequences… Mills & Boon
Modern — Escape to exotic locations where passion
knows no bounds.
`I want to taste you tonight.' With chemistry this hot, it's worth
getting burned. Billionaire Jack Grant is totally off.limits to
Gemma Picton. He's wild, deliciously dangerous... and her
boss. When working late turns x-rated, it's better than her
wildest imaginings - and Gemma's imagined a lot! But Jack
has major emotional baggage, so when she starts wanting to
heal his heart as well as enjoy his body, she knows she's in
big trouble...
From one night with secret consequences to a sizzling
Singapore reunion… This stunning romance from Clare
Connelly has it all! She can’t deny him his heir…but she won’t
surrender her heart! Dimitrios Papandreo once spent a
desperate, passionate night with Annie Hargreaves. Knowing
he couldn’t offer the happily-ever-after she deserved, he’s
been trying to forget her ever since…until he’s told she’s
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raising their son! Annie’s speechless when Dimitrios arrives
on her doorstep, declaring he knows her secret. He’ll accept
nothing less than marriage to claim his child! That means
moving to Singapore and facing their electrifying connection…
Can Annie walk down the aisle this Christmas, knowing
Dimitrios might never be capable of loving her? From
Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion
knows no bounds. Read both books in Clare Connelly’s A
Billionaire-Dollar Singapore Christmas duet: Book 1 — A Heir
Claimed by Christmas Book 2 — No Strings Christmas (From
Harlequin Dare)
‘Between now and dawn, you’re all mine...’ Jagger was a
one hundred percent hot, hard-bodied distraction - everything
I needed to forget about my ex getting married. What I didn’t
know was that he’s one of the Harts, those notorious
billionaire brothers, and my newest client! For the next three
days, it’s business all day and insatiable, hungry lust all
night. Now Jagger Hart holds both my career and my body.
But happens when he steals my heart, too?
Appear like magic. Get the guy. And disappear by midnight...
Appear like magic. Get the guy. And disappear by midnight...
Having my wicked way with starkly gorgeous, ever-so-posh
Barrett Byron-Moore is easy. It’s only after that I learn the
truth: he’s been sent by the notorious billionaire Harts in
search of their half-sister. Me. Now Barrett is confusing all my
instincts. And the more time we spend together — touching,
tasting, wanting — the deeper I’m sinking. But for this
Cinderella, there’s no such thing as a happy ending... Mills &
Boon Dare — Take control. Feel the rush. Explore your
fantasies.
His vengeance was strictly business...until he discovers
she’s carrying his heir! Antonio Herrera’s plan is simple:
persuade innocent Amelia diSalvo to sell the shares in his
rival’s business. But what the Spanish billionaire didn’t plan
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on was their intense connection. Now Antonio has only one
aim...the ultimate seduction! So he’s stunned to discover
their nine-month consequence. To secure his heir, he’ll do
the unthinkable – and shockingly pleasurable – make Amelia
his wife!
All protocol goes out the window when an innocent crown
princess encounters a playboy ready to break all the rules in
this royal romance from Clare Connelly! My deal with the
billionaire... Just got complicated! As crown princess of
Marlsdoven, I was taught honor, resilience, leadership... Yet
now I'm sitting in front of the most infuriatingly determined
and sexy man, completely lost for words! Santiago del
Almodovár wants to build his sordid casino on my land? Well,
it's my duty to protect my citizens! But every syllable he utters
awakens a raging hunger inside me. Now he's demanding I
go to Spain with him--alone--to see his empire and prove I'm
wrong. Ruling a nation may be hard, but denying our
chemistry? Unthinkable! From Harlequin Presents: Escape to
exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
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